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We theoretically analyze the defect states in a single-defect photonic crystal composed of
anisotropic dielectric materials. This structure can trap light of a given frequency range and filter
only a certain frequency light. It is shown that the defect modes appear as peaks in the transmission
spectrum. Their numbers, intensities, and frequency positions are extremely sensitive to the
incidence angle and the orientation of the principal axes of layers constituting the superlattice and
the layer defect. Our structure offers a great variety of possibilities for creating and controlling the
number and transmitted intensities of defect modes. It can be a good candidate for realizing a
selective electromagnetic filter. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3266005�

I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals �PCs� have attracted a fair amount of
attention due to their ability of controlling the propagation
of electromagnetic waves and the possibility of many poten-
tial applications in optoelectronic and optical
communications.1–6 A great deal of attention has been paid to
periodically optical superlattice �SL� because of their out-
standing optical properties. In particular, they offer novel ef-
ficient way of controlling the flow of light by exhibiting
absolute photonic band gap, in which the propagation of op-
tical wave is prohibited in all directions of space and for all
polarization or by converting the polarization of optical inci-
dent wave �S⇔ P�, etc.

Applications of PCs can be enhanced by inserting a de-
fect layer into a perfect PC structure. Properties of defect
states are studied comprehensively in several works.7–12 In
Ref. 8 the authors studied the properties of the defect modes
in one-dimensional �1D� PCs containing a defect layer with a
negative index. They demonstrated that this kind of structure
possesses many additional properties with respect to the con-
ventional PCs. Ma et al.10 presented the computational and
experimental studies on a multimode defective 1D PC. This
structure is constructed by introducing multiple defect layers
into a 1D PC. It is shown that the separation of the neigh-
boring defect modes can be monitored by modifying the
structure parameters of the 1D PC. In Refs. 11 and 12 the
authors investigated a defective structure consisting of alter-
nating layers of liquid crystal and isotropic dielectrics. The
director angle of liquid crystal layers can be controlled with
an applied electric field. They studied that the defect mode
frequency created by inserting a layer of liquid crystal into a
1D dielectric PC can be controlled by the application of an
external voltage.

The objective of this paper is to theoretically investigate
a single-defect PC that is composed of anisotropic dielectric
materials. The birefringence of the layer is natural and the

defect modes depend only on the parameters �thickness and
orientation� of the birefringent defect layer. It is shown that
the birefringence of layers has a significant effect on the
number of defect modes inside the photonic band gap. We
find that the behavior is, in general, more complex than that
observed in defective 1D PC made of isotropic media.13 We
demonstrate that the number and the intensity of defect
modes are extremely sensitive to the incidence angle and the
orientation of the principal axes of the layers constituting the
SL and the defect layer. The existence of spectral gaps and
the defect properties of single-defective anisotropic PC are
studied with a Green’s function approach.

In anisotropic photonic structure, each incident plane
wave with S or P polarization generates two reflected and
two transmitted plane waves containing both S and P polar-
ized plane waves. For special cases when the principal axes
of the layers are parallel or perpendicular to fixed axes, the S
and P polarized waves remain uncoupled.6,14–17 Thus, a
single incident S�P� polarized plane wave produces a single
reflected S�P� polarized plane wave and a single transmitted
S�P� polarized plane wave. Our work is organized as fol-
lows: in Sec. II we present our theoretical expressions of the
reflection and transmission coefficients when S or P polar-
ized wave is incident upon the interface separating the sub-
strate and the SL. Section III shows the numerical results
when a defect layer is introduced in the middle of the perfect
SL made of SbSI /NaNO2 and embedded between two semi-
infinite isotropic media �air�. Finally, in Sec. IV, a summary
is presented.

II. MODEL AND FORMALISM

The geometrical structure of single-defective anisotropic
PC considered is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The defect
layer labeled as 0 �material SbSI� is inserted at the center of
the perfect PC structure. The unit cell of the structure is
composed of two birefringent biaxial materials: NaNO2 �ma-
terial i=1� and SbSI �material i=2�. All the structure is em-
bedded between two isotropic media �air�. The materialsa�Electronic mail: noama03@yahoo.fr.
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constituting the layers �i=0,1 ,2� of the structure are as-
sumed homogeneous, nonmagnetic, and characterized by
their thicknesses d0, d1, and d2, respectively. The dielectric
constants of material i in the principal axes �x ,y ,z� of the
crystal are �x

i , �y
i , and �z

i . For a given orientation of each
crystal, its dielectric tensor with respect to the fixed �XYZ�
coordinate system is described by using the Euler angles18,19

�i, �i, and �i. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of
generality, we investigate in our present study the effect of
only the azimuth angle and omit the effect of the two other
angles ��=�=0�. All the interfaces are taken to be parallel to
the �XY� plane of a Cartesian �laboratory� coordinate system
and the Z axis is along the normal to the interfaces. The
number of the period at each side of defect is n. The period
of the SL is D=d1+d2.

In the present paper, the study of the propagation of
electromagnetic wave in periodic structure is performed with
the help of the interface response theory of continuous me-
dia. The objective of this theory is to calculate the Green’s
function of a composite system containing a large number of
interfaces that separate different homogeneous media. The
knowledge of this Green’s function enables us to obtain dif-
ferent physical properties of the system such as the reflection
and transmission coefficients of the waves. In this theory, the
Green’s function of a composite system can be written as20

g�DD� = G�DD� + G�DM���G�MM��−1g�MM��G�MM��−1

− �G�MM��−1�G�MD� , �1�

where D and M are, respectively, the whole space and the
space of the interfaces in the lamellar system. G is a block-
diagonal matrix in which each block Gi correspond to the
bulk Green’s function of the subsystem i. All the matrix el-
ements g�DD� of the composite material can be obtained
from the knowledge of the matrix elements g�MM� of g in
the interface space M.

The g�MM� is calculated by inverting the matrix
g−1�MM� formed out by a linear superposition of the surface
matrix gs

−1�MM� of any independent film bounded by per-
fectly free interfaces with appropriate boundary conditions.
The elements matrix gs

−1�MM� are given in the Appendix.

Within this theory, the reflected and transmitted waves
u�D�, resulting from a uniform plane wave U�D� incident
upon a plane boundary between two different media, are
given by20

u�D� = U�D� + G�DM���G�MM��−1g�MM��G�MM��−1

− �G�MM��−1�U�M� . �2�

Let us mention that the incident wave, generated in the
substrate S, can have two different polarizations, namely, S
or P polarization. Each wave propagating inside the aniso-
tropic media generates two transmitted waves and two re-
flected waves with different polarizations. Let us call EiS and
EiP the amplitudes of the S and P components of the incident
field. Then, the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted
fields can be written as6

E� RS�z� = rSSE� iS�z� + rSPE� iP�z� , �3�

E� TS�z� = tSSE� iS�z� + tSPE� iP�z� , �4�

E� RP�z� = rPSE� iS�z� + rPPE� iP�z� , �5�

E� TP�z� = tPSE� iS�z� + tPPE� iP�z� . �6�

The expressions of rij and tij in these equations, with i , j=S
or P, are given in the Appendix.

III. DISCUSSION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the sake of simplicity, our perfect 1D anisotropic
structure consists of alternating biaxial layers: five layers of
SbSI �material i=2� and four layers of NaNO2 �material i
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FIG. 2. Variation in the transmission coefficients TPP �a� and TSP �b� of the
transmitted P and S polarized waves, respectively, as a function of the
reduced frequency �. The dashed and solid lines correspond to the perfect
and defective structures, respectively. The thickness of the defect layer is
d0=0.65D and its orientation is characterized with the azimuthal angle �0

=45°. The layers constituting the perfect SL are characterized with �1=0°,
�2=0°, and nz

�1�d1=nz
�2�d2. The incoming light has a P polarization.
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FIG. 1. Anisotropic multilayer structure formed by five layers of SbSI �ma-
terial i=2� and four layers of NaNO2 �material i=1�. The defect layer SbSI
of thickness d0 is inserted in the middle of the SL, di �i=0,1 ,2� is the
thickness of layer i, D is the period of the finite system, and �i is the incident
angle with respect to the Z axis. The crystal of the first layer has the prin-
cipal axis directed along the direction of Cartesian axis, while the crystal
axes of the second and defect layers are rotated with respect to the first one
by the azimuth angle �0,2 around the Z axis. The input and output isotropic
medium is air and the incoming light has a P polarization.
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=1�. The periodic structure is embedded between two isotro-
pic media �air�. This periodicity is broken by inserting a
defect layer at the center of the pure PC structure, as depicted
in Fig. 1. We assume that the defect layer is made of the SbSI
material �similar to one type of layer in the perfect SL� with
different thickness d0�d2 and orientation �0. The principal
optical indices of these materials are, respectively,21 nx

�1�

=1.344, ny
�1�=1.411, nz

�1�=1.651 and nx
�0,2�=2.7, ny

�0,2�=3.2,
nz

�0,2�=3.8. The thicknesses d1 and d2 of the layers are chosen
such that nz

�1�d1=nz
�2�d2 and the thickness of plane defect is

d0=0.65D, where D is the period of the SL. In most of our
numerical results, we assume that the incoming light has a P
polarization. After multiple reflection and transmission in the
anisotropic media constituting the SL, the incoming wave
produces two reflected �RSP and RPP� and two transmitted
waves �TSP and TPP� with S and P polarizations, respectively.
We display in Fig. 2 the transmission coefficients TPP �Fig.
2�a�� and TSP �Figs. 2�b�� versus the reduced frequency �
=�D /2�c for a perfect PC �dashed lines� and a single-defect
PC �solid lines�. In this illustration, we suppose that the

plane electromagnetic wave illuminates normally ��i=0� the
interface between the structure and the isotopic substrate.
The principal axes of the materials constituting the perfect
SL are chosen parallel to the fixed axes of the coordinate
system �XYZ�, i.e., �1=�2=0°, and we take �0=45° as the
orientation of the defect layer. It is shown that two defect
modes appear inside the lowest photonic band gap of the
transmission spectrum for each polarization of the transmit-
ted optical wave P �Fig. 2�a�� and S �Fig. 2�b��. In the iso-
tropic case, we can observe a single-defect mode, while in
the anisotropic case this mode splits into two defect modes
because in isotropic photonic structure, a single incident
S�P� polarized plane wave produces a single reflected S�P�
polarized plane wave and a single transmitted S�P� polarized
plane wave. However, in anisotropic photonic structure, each
incident plane wave with S or P polarization generates two
reflected and two transmitted plane waves containing both S
and P polarized plane waves. These two propagating waves
are coupled; thus, two modes appear in each transmission
spectrum TPP and TSP at the same frequencies.
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�0=0°, �0=25°, �0=50°, and �0=90°. The other structural parameters are kept the same as in Fig. 2.
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Our defect layer is characterized with a thickness d0 and
an orientation �0 different from those of the SL layers. In the
following, we investigate the existence and the number of
defect states as function of the thickness and orientation of
the defect layer. We present in Fig. 3 the dispersion curves
�reduced frequency �� of the defect modes within the lowest
band gap as function of the incident angle �i for different
orientations of the defect layer SbSI: �0=0°, �0=25°, �0

=50°, and �0=90°. The branches in this figure correspond to
the maximum of the transmission coefficients TP �TP=TPP

+TSP� when the incident light has a P polarization, while the
gray areas represent the bulk bands of the infinite ideal SL.
Note that the continuous bands in the infinite and semi-
infinite SLs will break up into the discrete modes in the finite
SL. Figure 3 shows a strong effect of the birefringence of
defect layer on the number of defect states inside the band
gap. When the principal axes of defect layer are parallel
��0=0° � or perpendiculaire ��0=90° �, one branch appears
within the band gap. An incident polarized plane wave �P�
produces a single transmitted polarized plane wave P with a
transmission coefficient TPP �TSP=0�. The situation is then
similar to the one corresponding to the case of isotropic sys-
tem. For other orientations of the principal axes of layer
defect, �0=25°; �0=50°, a single incident plane wave �P�
produces two transmitted plane waves containing both S and
P polarized plane waves, with the transmission coefficients
TSP and TPP, respectively. Thus, two defect modes are cer-
ated inside the band gap at two different frequencies.

However, the intensities of the defect states change sig-
nificantly versus the incident angle �i, as represented in Fig.

4. It is shown that the profile for �0=25° �Fig. 4�a�� is dif-
ferent from that for �0=50° shown in Fig. 4�b�. For both
cases, the intensities TP of the defect modes gradually in-
crease when the incoming light is very obliquely incident
into the structure. To understand in more detail the behavior
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the transmission coefficient TP vs the incidence angle
�i for �a� �0=25° and �b� �0=50°. The other structural parameters are the
same as in Fig. 2 and the incoming light has a P polarization.
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FIG. 5. Variation in the transmitted intensities of the polarized waves as a
function of both the reduced frequency and the azimuthal angle �0 of defect
layer SbSI when the input light has a �a� P or �b� S polarization. The dotted
line corresponds to TPP or TSS and the crossed line corresponds to TSP or
TPS. The incoming light has a P polarization with an incidence angle �i

=35°.

FIG. 6. Dependence of number and frequency of defect modes with the
thickness d0 of defect layer. The azimuthal angle of defect layer is �0

=50° and the azimuthal angles of the layers constituting the perfect SL are
�1=0°, �2=0°. The incoming light has a P polarization with an incidence
angle �i=35°.
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of transmission coefficient, we have plotted in Figs. 5�a� and
5�b�, the evolution of the transmission coefficients as a func-
tion of both the reduced frequency and the azimuthal angle
�0 of defect layer, when the input light has a P �Fig. 5�a�� or
S �Fig. 5�b�� polarization with an incidence angle �i=35°.
Inside the first band gap, the position and the form of these
branches change significantly versus the orientation of the

biaxial defect layer. The intensities TSP and TPS of the two
defect modes �1 and 2� vary in the same way, they are im-
portant in the region when the two transmitted waves are
coupled, and tend toward zero when the waves S and P be-
come decoupled, around 0° and 90°. On the other hand, the
intensities TPP and TSS of these modes �1 and 2� have an
opposite behavior when the orientation of azimuthal angle
changes from 0° to 90°. This opposite variation in the inten-
sities TPP and TSS of the two defect modes is due to the
coupling between S- and P-polarized waves. Each mode has
a polarization different to the other mode.

In all the above illustrations, we have studied only the
effect of the azimuthal angle �0 of defect layer without
changing its thickness d0. In order to evaluate the effect of
this parameter, we present in Fig. 6 the evolution of the
number of defect modes as function of d0 inside the first
band gap, for an arbitrary value of azimuthal angle �0. It is
shown that the number of states depends slightly on the
thickness d0 of defect layer. For some values of thickness d0,
we have illustrated in Fig. 7, the evolution of the transmis-
sion intensities as function of reduced frequency �. One can
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notice that these defect modes appear at different frequency
inside the lowest band gap.

Let us now analyze the effect of the orientations of the
layers constituting the perfect SL. First, we suppose that
�1=0° in the NaNO2 layers and we change the orientation of
all the SbSI layers including the defect layer ��2=�0� in
order to show the influence of this parameter on the results.
Figure 8�a� shows the dispersion curves of defect states
within the lowest band gap as a function of the azimuth angle
� �with �=�0=�2� of all the SbSI layers. Two modes appear
inside this band gap with different frequencies. The intensi-
ties of defect modes are strongly dependent on the orienta-
tion of the principal axes of the layers SbSI in the SL as
depicted in curves �Figs. 8�b� and 8�c��. The intensity of the
first defect mode TPP �solid line� has an opposite behavior
than the second defect mode �dashed line�. In curves Figs.
8�b� and 8�c�, one can remark that the number of defect
modes in the transmission spectrum depends on the coupling
between S- and P-polarized modes: two modes appear in the
region when the coupling of S and P is very strong and one
mode where S and P are uncoupled. These results are similar
to those observed in Fig. 5, while keeping �2=0 and modu-
lating the orientation of the defect layer.

In a second study, we chose the azimuthal angle of the
defect layer �0=0° and we change independently the orien-
tations of the SbSI layers �Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�� and of the

NaNO2 layers �Figs. 9�a� and 9�b��. It appears clearly that
the behaviors of defect modes are completely different than
the results obtained when the defect layer has an arbitrary
orientation. Only one mode has a significant intensity almost
equal to 1, with the same polarization as the incident wave.
This single mode within the lowest band gap is due to isot-
ropy ��0=0� of the defect layer.

The change in the orientation of the birefringent defect
layer offers a great variety of possibilities for creating and
controlling the number of defect modes as well as the defect
mode frequencies and mode intensities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it has been analyzed in this work that a
single-defective anisotropic PC can be exploited in the fab-
rication of an optical filter. We progressively demonstrated
the effect of different parameters of defect layer and the lay-
ers constituting the perfect SL. It appears clearly that the
change in the orientation of the birefringent defect layer of-
fers a great variety of possibilities for creating and control-
ling the number of defect modes as well as the defect mode
frequencies and intensities.
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FIG. 9. Variation in the transmitted intensities of P polarized wave �TPP� and S polarized wave �TSP� as a function of both the reduced frequency and the
azimuthal angle �2 of SbSI layers constituting the SL ��a� and �b��, while keeping �0=�1=0°, and �1 of the NaNO2 layers constituting the SL ��a�� and �b���,
while keeping �0=�2=0°. The input light has a P polarization with an incidence angle �i=35°.
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APPENDIX: RESPONSE FUNCTIONS, TRANSMITTED
AND REFLECTED COEFFICIENTS OF
ANISOTROPIC PHOTONIC CRYSTAL

�1�. The bulk Green’s function elements are given by

GXX�Z,Z�� = −
C

2�−�+
��−A− exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− �+A+ exp�− �−�Z − Z���� ,

GYX�Z,Z�� = −
B

D

C

2�−�+
��− exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− �+ exp�− �−�Z − Z���� ,

GZX�Z,Z�� = −
iqYC

2

�XY

�ZZ
�exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− exp�− �−�Z − Z����sgn�Z − Z�� ,

GXY�Z,Z�� = −
B

D

C

2�−�+
��− exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− �+ exp�− �−�Z − Z���� ,

GYY�Z,Z�� = −
C

2�−�+D
��−A+ exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− �+A− exp�− �−�Z − Z���� ,

GZY�Z,Z�� = −
C

2

iqY

q0
2�ZZ

�A+ exp�− �+�Z − Z��� − A

− exp�− �−�Z − Z����sgn�Z − Z�� ,

GXZ�Z,Z�� = −
iqYC

2

�XY

�ZZ
�exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− exp�− �−�Z − Z����sgn�Z − Z�� ,

GYZ�Z,Z�� = −
C

2

iqY

q0
2�ZZ

�A+ exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− A− exp�− �−�Z − Z����sgn�Z − Z�� ,

GZZ�Z,Z�� =
1

qY
2 − q0

2�ZZ
� 1

D
	�Z − Z��

+
C

2

qY
2

q0
2�ZZ

��+A+ exp�− �+�Z − Z���

− �−A− exp�− ��Z − Z����	 , �A1�

where A
= �qY
2 −q0

2�XX−�

2 �, B=q0

2�XY, C= ��+
2 −�−

2�−1, D
=q0

2�ZZ�qY
2 −q0

2�ZZ�−1, and 	�Z−Z�� the dirac delta function.

q0=� /c is the vacuum wave vector, c is the velocity of
light in vacuum, and � is the frequency of optical wave.

� is the dielectric tensor defined in the laboratory system
�XYZ�, with �=0, �=0, and an arbitrary value of azimuth
angle �, by

� = 
�x cos2��� + �y sin2��� ��x − �y�cos���sin��� 0

��x − �y�cos���sin��� �x sin2��� + �y cos2��� 0

0 0 �x
� ,

�A2�

�
 are defined as

− qZ
2 = �


2 , �A3�

�

2 =

1

2�ZZ
��qY

2��ZZ + �YY� − q0
2�ZZ��XX + �YY��


 ��kZ
2�YY − �ZZ�qY

2 − q0
2�XX��2 − 4q0

2kZ
2�ZZ�XY

2 �1/2� ,

�A4�

where kZ
2 =qY

2 −q0
2�ZZ.

�2�. The surface response function of finite layer of a
homogenous medium i, extending in the region −d0 /2�Z
�d0 /2 with free surfaces, is given by

�gi�MM��−1 = �Ai Bi

Bi Ai
 �A5�

where Ai and Bi are 2�2 matrices, whose elements are the
forms

Ai = �ri qi

qi ki
 and Bi = �hi f i

f i ei
 , �A6�

where ri, qi, ki, hi, f i, and ei are defined as

ri = − Ci��i+Ai− coth �i+ − �i−Ai+ coth �i−� ,

qi = CiBi��i+ coth �i+ − �i− coth �i−� ,

ki = − CiDi��i+Ai+ coth �i+ − �i−Ai− coth �i−� ,

hi = Ci��i+Ai−�sinh �i+�−1 − �i−Ai+�sinh �i−�−1� ,

f i = CiBi��i−�sinh �i−�−1 − �i+�sinh �i+�−1� ,

ei = − CiDi��i−Ai−�sinh �i−�−1 − �i+Ai+�sinh �i+�−1� , �A7�

with Ai
= �qY
2 −q0

2�XX
�i� −�i


2 �, Bi=q0
2�XY

�i� , Ci= ��i+
2 −�i−

2 �−1, Di

=q0
2�ZZ

�i� �qY
2 −q0

2�ZZ
�i� �−1 and �i
=�i
di.

�3�. The expressions of the amplitude transmitted
�tSS , tPS� and reflected �rSS ,rPS� coefficients, when a pure �S�
wave is incident, are the form

rSS = − �2�d11 + 1� ,

rPS = − �2�d21�
Bs

Bp
,

tSS = − �2�d13� ,
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tPS = − �2�d23�
Bs

Bp
, �A8�

where �= �k�
2−�2�s /c2�1/2 with k� as the wave vector parallel

to the �XY� interfaces, � is the frequency of optical wave, c
is the speed of light in vacuum, and �s is the permittivity of
substrate.

Bs=1 is the amplitude of the S wave and Bp �Bp=
−i�c /���s� is the amplitude of the P input wave.

d11, d21, d13, and d23 are the elements of tranked matrix
of the finite system inserted between the two substrates, pre-
sented in Fig. 1.

�4�. The expressions of the amplitude transmitted
�tPP , tSP� and reflected �rPP ,rSP� coefficients, when a pure P
waves is incident, are of the form

rPP = �2q0
2�s

�
d22 − 1 ,

rSP = �2q0
2�s

�
d12Bp

Bs
,

tSP = �2q0
2�s

�
d14Bp

Bs
,

tPP = �2q0
2�s

�
d24 �A9�

as the same d12, d22, d14, and d24 are the elements of tranked
matrix of the finite system.

We note here that the total reflectivities for the P and S
modes are

RP � RPP + RSP = �rPP�2 + �rSP�2, �A10�

RS � RSS + RPS = �rSS�2 + �rPS�2, �A11�

and the total transmission for the P and S modes have the
following expressions:

TP � TPP + TSP = �tPP�2 + �tSP�2, �A12�

TS � TSS + TPS = �tSS�2 + �tPS�2, �A13�
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